Abstract
Introduction
T HE LOCALLY-SMOOTHED (LS) median absolute difference (MAD) curve method 1 employs a nonparametric statistical algorithm that provides quantitative assessment of performance of a point-of-care (POC) test. Errors do not offset each other because there is no algebraic summing of positive and negative errors. For POC glucose testing, continuity of the LS MAD curve enhances simultaneous visual assessment of performance in hypo-, normo-, and hyperglycemic ranges and allows quick interpretation for glucose ranges relevant to tight glycemic control (TGC) protocols in critical care settings.
Our objectives were: (1) to use the LS MAD curve method and a modified Bland-Altman 2 difference plot with superimposed International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 15197 3 tolerance bands to evaluate POC glucose testing performance across multiple institutions; (2) to evaluate a handheld glucose meter system (GMS) that corrects for hematocrit effect and compensates for oxidizing substances; and (3) to assess suitability for a TGC interval of 80-110 mg/dL and for the critical adjacent ranges immediately outside the TGC interval where insulin infusion rates are changed to achieve the target glucose level.
Materials and Methods

Multicenter strategy
The Point-of-Care Testing Center for Teaching and Research (POCT � CTR SM ) (University of California, Davis, Davis, CA) acted as an independent arbitrator without remuneration. The University of California Davis Medical Center did not perform instrument comparisons or contribute a dataset. The Institutional Review Board at the University of California, Davis approved the multicenter-arbitrator strategy. Subjects included patients in critical care sites (e.g., intensive care unit, neonatal intensive care unit, operating room, emergency room, and labor and delivery) and also diabetes clinics, the nursery, and outpatient centers.
Thirty-five U.S. medical centers anonymously provided datasets obtained from parallel analysis of fresh remnant lithium or sodium heparinized venous or blood gas syringe samples (n � 1,703) using a uniform protocol, the GMS to measure whole-blood glucose, and chemistry analyzers to measure plasma glucose immediately following centrifugation (Table 1) . No fingerstick samples were used. Glucose was measured in singleton. At the majority of sites, the manufacturer provided assistance with testing. Samples were processed without delay except when placed on a rocker at room temperature to allow glycolysis to produce low range glucose levels. 
GMS
LS MAD curve
In brief, local smoothing transforms discrete points in the x-y plane into a curve that helps reveal underlying patterns. 1 The LS MAD curve contains points (x,y) where y is the median of the values, y*, for all original points (x*,y*) in the
The bandwidth, h, controls the degree of smoothing.
The LS MAD curve is continuous from start to end; it started at 35 mg/dL and ended at 220 mg/dL to ensure adequate points were included in the first (20-50 mg/dL) and last (205-235 mg/dL) computational bands. We set the bandwidth, h, to 15 mg/dL, and therefore, 2h, or a span of 30 mg/dL, corresponded to the TGC interval of 80-110 mg/dL.
Clarke Error Grid
When plotted on a Clarke Error Grid, 4 performance is considered acceptable if �95% of observations fall within zones A and B and no or negligible points fall in zones D and E. Note that the FDA does not require Clarke Error Grid analysis for device licensing. 5 
Modified Bland-Altman plot
Bland-Altman plots 2 base interpretation of performance on differences (y-axis) in paired GMS and reference values versus means (x-axis) of pairs. We used a modified BlandAltman plot where the x variable represents the singlet reference result. Horizontal lines show zero bias and mean difference. Visual inspection reveals overall unacceptable bias or ranges where bias appears unexpectedly large. We combined this plot with the ISO 15197 guideline. 3 
ISO 15197 guideline and erroneous results
The ISO 15197 guideline 3, 6 states that meter measurements should be within 15 mg/dL (0.83 mmol/L) of the reference result for glucose �75 mg/dL (4.2 mmol/L) and within 20% for glucose �75 mg/dL (4.2 mmol/L). A GMS is within the guideline if 95% of pairs satisfy these criteria separately for each range. We define erroneous results as all points falling outside the ISO 15197 tolerance bands. 1 The ISO 15197 guideline does not represent a standard, but currently is under consideration for such by the FDA. 5 
Bracket predictive value (BPV)
Positive BPV FN) ], that is, the number of GMS-reference paired observations outside the bracket divided by the number of GMS results outside the bracket. TN is true negative, and FN is false negative. Two-dimensional positive BPV additionally constrains GMS TP results to within 15 mg/dL of paired reference results, chosen to be equivalent to the bandwidth, 15 mg/dL, for the LS MAD curve. 
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Discrepant values
Class I and II discrepancies represent GMS measurement errors that could significantly impact the effectiveness of TGC protocols. Class I discrepancies are pairs with reference �80 mg/dL and GMS �110 mg/dL. Class II discrepancies are pairs with reference �110 mg/dL and GMS �80 mg/dL. Class I discrepancies could lead to dangerous clinical decisions worsening hypoglycemia, while Class II discrepancies could lead to aggravation of hyperglycemia.
Statistics and units
We used SPSS version 14.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) for descriptive statistics, analysis of paired differences (meter minus reference), Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analysis of the equality of medians among groups, and least squares linear , �200-300, 15; 9.1, 155, �300-400, 10; and 8.9, 151, �400, 5. The mean of the paired differences (meter minus reference) was �2.2 (SD 9.8) mg/dL (P � 0.001), and the median was �1 mg/dL (range, -96 to 45 mg/dL) ( Table 1 ).
The paired difference distribution for all 1,703 observations was not normally distributed (P � 0.01). Individual distributions for the seven brand groups listed in the left-hand column of Table 1 were not normally distributed (P � 0.05), and in one case the distribution was somewhat bimodal. Kruskal-Wallis analysis for the seven brand groups showed P � 0.01.
In Figure 1 , all GMS values were within tolerance when the reference glucose was �75 mg/dL. For reference glucose �75 mg/dL, 98.6% (410 of 416) were inside, and six (1.4%) were outside. Represented as (x,y; bias), these six were: (50, 34; �16), (52, 34; �18), (52, 29; �23), (57, 41; �16), (57, 40; �17), and (61, 43; �18) mg/dL, which reflected results from four different types of reference instruments and two different brands. This cluster of erroneous results is located below the lower tolerance band on the left in Figure 1 . Figure 2 presents the LS MAD curve. The breakout was at 186 mg/dL (10.32 mmol/L). Positive and negative BPVs were 87.1% (TP, 365; FP, 54) and 96.9% (TN, 1,244; FN, 40 ), respectively; two-dimensional positive BPV was 87.1% [363/(363 � 54)]. Only two GMS and reference pairs, (91, 107) and (86, 104), in the TGC interval had bias (16 and 18, respectively) greater than 15 mg/dL. There were no Class I or Class II discrepancies. Linear regression showed y � 1.018x -0.716 mg/dL and r 2 � 0.995 (Fig. 3) . The ranges of reference and GMS glucose values were 16-623 and 17-600 mg/dL, respectively. All points fell within Clarke Error Grid zone A.
Discussion
For hospital glucose meters, we recommend that the LS MAD curve not exceed an error tolerance limit of 5 mg/dL. 1 Ideally, the LS MAD curve should be as close as possible to the x-axis (minimal offset), indicating congruence with the hospital laboratory chemistry analyzer from hypoglycemic through hyperglycemic ranges. The GMS studied performed satisfactorily in the vicinity of the TGC interval, where the MAD was approximately 4 mg/dL. Suitable performance in the ranges immediately adjacent to the TGC interval assures accurate glucose results for critical adjustments in insulin infusion rates and will help moderate glycemic variability attributable to asymmetric stochastic measurement error.
When used to monitor patients hourly in critical care settings, glucose meters should be optimized for the relevant span of the TGC interval, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] since a critical care team adjusts insulin therapy to maintain patients within the TGC interval. The GMS studied here generally met that criterion for 80-110 mg/dL. Other whole-blood glucose meters perform poorly in low (hypoglycemic) zones. 1 
FIG. 2. LS MAD curve with nonparametric 95% confidence intervals above and below.
Ranges where the LS MAD curve coincides with the upper or lower confidence limits result from changes in integer increments and from clustering of absolute differences in a range-bound central area. The dashed horizontal line at 5 mg/dL is the recommended error tolerance limit. The black arrow identifies the "breakout" point, 186 mg/dL, where the LS MAD curve crosses the error tolerance limit. The LS MAD curve starts at 35 and ends at 220 mg/dL and covers a reference glucose span from 20 to 235 mg/dL. Performance in the critical ranges adjacent to the TGC (2h) interval where insulin infusion rates are changed was acceptable. roneous results and discrepant values, including dangerous ones falling in Class I that could affect bedside decision-making adversely. 1 The modified Bland-Altman plot with superimposed ISO 15197 tolerance bands (see Fig. 1 ) reveals deviations from the paired reference glucose in the form of asymmetrical scatter. We recommend that an ISO 15197 difference plot be used to identify erroneous results. Errors increased at high glucose levels (heteroscedasticity) but still fell within the ISO tolerance bands, which are not very demanding. BPV 7 reflects whether meter results inside or outside the TGC interval reliably reflect paired reference results. BPVs were acceptable. There were no Class I or Class II discrepancies that, if present, potentially can impact patient outcomes adversely. Table 2 summarizes other performance evaluation tools and their utility.
Confounding variables and specimen sources (e.g., arterial, venous, or capillary) may influence measurement error. Fluctuations in O 2 pressure, CO 2 pressure, and pH, as well as in hematocrit, and myriad interferences, [19] [20] [21] [22] operator errors, 23 environmental factors, 24 and pathophysiological perturbations (e.g., low perfusion index, arterial hypotension, peripheral hypoperfusion, and generalized mottling with capillary samples 25 ) can affect glucose meter performance adversely. A recent editorial cautions users regarding the potential harm that may result from inaccurate bedside results. 26 The FDA has warned physicians of " . . . the potential for life-threatening falsely elevated glucose readings in patients who have received parenteral products containing (or metabolized to) maltose or galactose, or oral xylose, and are subsequently tested using glucose dehydrogenase pyrroloquinolinequinone (GDH-PQQ) . . . ." 27, 28 However, the GMS test strip does not use GDH-PQQ chemistry. Other investigators [29] [30] [31] showed that this GMS minimized hematocrit effects.
Limitations of the present study include: (1) reference instrument types reflected hospital choice and were not equally weighted in frequency of use; (2) plasma glucose reference measurements appeared not to be harmonized because of presumed differences in manufacturer calibration; (3) aggregated results from different hospitals and geographic locations derived from heterogeneous patient populations (and sampling sites), which were subject to a variety of confounding variables; (4) ISO 15197 bin populations differed from guidelines specifications mainly by overpopulating the critical range below 120 mg/dL; (5) ments by bedside operators (e.g., nurses) would likely increase errors; and (6) the recommended error tolerance limit for the LS MAD curve is based on limited prior performance evaluations. 1 Nonetheless, the multicenter study design was purposefully pragmatic-the LS MAD curve result reflects performance likely to be encountered in settings where POC device results are compared routinely to parallel results from the hospital clinical laboratory.
Conclusions
LS MAD curves draw on the unique human ability to recognize patterns quickly and discriminate performance visually. Judged by the LS MAD curve pattern with an error tolerance limit of 5 mg/dL, in conjunction with the ISO 15197-integrated modified Bland-Altman plot results, the performance of the GMS was acceptable for the glucose range encountered in the TGC interval.
We recommend that future studies investigate performance in specific critical care conditions, such as sepsis and burns; incorporate bedside operators, including nursing staff; and minimize delays that can compromise fresh wholeblood samples.
In collaboration with POC coordinators, critical care physicians and nurses should scrutinize performance for a specific TGC interval and the immediately adjacent ranges used for critical insulin rate adjustments. They should also consider the impact of both erroneous results and discrepant values. Discrepant glucose meter values can impair therapeutic decisions, but no discrepancies occurred. A small set of erroneous results occurred in the hypoglycemic range.
Different brands of clinical laboratory analyzers and POC glucose devices intended for hospital use, particularly for acute care, should be standardized for calibration accuracy to reduce disharmony, and, then, accuracy-based rather than consensus-based periodic proficiency testing should be used in hospitals nationwide and globally.
Bedside glucose testing in critical care demands careful attention to patient status in order to avoid adverse effects of confounding factors, such as peripheral hypotension and its impact on capillary glucose. Asymmetric stochastic measurement error may exacerbate glycemic variability.
We recommend that future licensing criteria for bedside glucose meters include the LS MAD curve pattern recognition approach for assessment of GMS performance. LS MAD curves with analyte-specific error tolerance limits also could be applied to other POC tests to help facilitate informed bedside decision-making.
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Tool Description
Error grid Clarke-Clarke grid not useful when data fall 100% within constrained zone "A" Differences Mean and median, absolute and relative differences-used in diabetes literature for the evaluation of consumer meter performance by analysis of entire data sets and separate discrete glucose intervals, but lack clinical insight Statistical Student's t test for paired differences-robust detection of non-zero mean bias, but positive and negative bias in different ranges can offset each other and mask non-equivalence Repeated-measures analysis of variance-similar masking problems Regression Linear least squares-global summary that may not be easily interpretable since it can obscure clinically significant bias and error in particular ranges Graphical Bland-Altman plot-provides clinical perspective over measurement range Mountain plot-shows bias at peak in percentile graph folded at median ISO standard ISO 15197-segmental (�75, �75 mg/dL) error tolerances for glucose meter results with "bin" populations specified over discrete contiguous intervals of reference measurements Hybrid Modified Bland-Altman plot with superimposed ISO 15197 error tolerance bands-visualizes scatter (heteroscedasticity) and reveals erroneous results that fall outside the tolerance bands (proposed FDA licensing requirement) Post hoc BPV-based on the Bayesian concept, facilitates identification of Class I and Class II discrepant values (see Materials and Methods) LS MAD curve Reveals errors relevant to decision intervals (e.g., TGC, hypoglycemia, and hyperglycemia), employs analyte-specific error tolerance (i.e., LS MAD �5 mg/dL for glucose), visually displays quantitative performance, includes 95% confidence bands, and quickly identifies problem zones with curve "breakouts"
